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The Authentic Knowledge

etter to My Friends
Words of Love . . . 
Between People Who AwakenLetter no. 89, June 2018 

My Loved-ones,

The 4 disciplines and practices are:
1) study;
2) devotion;
3) rites;
4) work.
This is the royal path of awakening the consciousness, 

the soul and the body.

You need to be a student and learn to concentrate so that 
in every situation the living knowledge, the bigger wisdom 
that enlightens, establishes order and liberates can appear.

Devotion is a major practice. It is the heart and soul of 
the practice.

Devotion has to be offered to the light of knowledge that 
enlightens, nourishes and liberates.

The light of knowledge is alive, it is divine, it is the envoy 
of God, His messenger, His magical presence.

Devotion makes alive, makes what is subtle and bigger 
appear.

If you understand something, it is because the light is 
inside you.
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Know that knowledge is bigger than you and than everything, 
that it is and remains a higher being. If you understand, then what 
understands in you, is it, the knowledge of God.

You have to be devoted.
Your devotion towards the invisible will make the subtle ap-

pear in your life.
I am not speaking about an abstract invisible, but of the light 

of knowledge that enlightens the visible from within and gives it 
meaning, intelligence, dimension, soul.

It is useful to have a teacher, but even the greatest is just a 
servant of knowledge and the original light.

I am speaking to you about the knowledge of the Angels that 
generates beauty, harmony and gives birth to wisdom and to a vi-
sion bigger than death.

In all things, in all activities, knowledge has to govern, for its 
light liberates the worlds from darkness.

God gives Himself to everyone in the form of knowledge that 
enlightens, nourishes, liberates. One who loves God knowledge, 
will appreciate him in all his forms, that is, in all forms because for 
the God of knowledge, everything is good. It is he who transforms 
everything into goodness. Our ancestors called him “gnosis,” lib-
erating knowledge, devoid of greed, pure, impersonal, omnipres-
ent, without any fear. They compared him to the sun and to the 
sacred flame in the temples dedicated to the immortal. They re-
wrote all the forms of the world into hieroglyphs in order to make 
the inner and innate value of beings and things appear. In this way 
everything, absolutely everything became divine, was connected 
and took part in the majestic work of God.

God is the Divinity in all beings and in all things, in each event.

To bring out God, to make Him appear, to enable Him to act is 
the object of the 4 fundamental practices:

1) study;
2) devotion;
3) rites;
4) work.

Krishna said: “Ignoring that I, the God of the universe, om-
nipotent and omnipresent, I took this human form, the fools laugh 
at Me and believe it impossible.”

Madness is the opposite of knowledge because it does not en-
lighten the worlds, does not balance them and does not lead them 
towards liberation and greatness.
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Madness is a false light, a hallucination, a lie, a knowledge 
that does not enlighten but enslaves, confines, puts to sleep.

We must not venerate madness, the false knowledge, but the 
authentic knowledge, the knowledge that leads us to know our-
selves, to straighten up, to correct ourselves and find our place in 
life in order to serve the work of God.

My friend, this knowledge is present in the Essene Nation and 
through your study, you need to make it appear inside you as a 
beautiful light that fills you, speaks to you, guides you, enlightens 
you. This light is universal in its essence, but it is for you, it is your 
own, it is your benevolent Angel who wants to get close to you 
and guide you. In this way you can see it, feel it, know it and be en-
lightened. You can then open your heart and offer your devotion to 
the Angel of God, who is the messenger and who is also the envoy.

Devotion, homage, adoration, veneration, respect, love . . . are 
the virtues of the heart. I say to you it has to be offered to the 
Angel, to knowledge, to the invisible light that lights up the world 
and reveals the presence of God.

God is Light.
The Light brings knowledge that in turn gives birth to the love 

of God, then to the strength to carry out His work, your work, one 
with He-She.

God is invisible and for the light of knowledge, He makes 
Himself visible to enlighten the world and give it a soul. He does 
this through you.

God must be the object of your study and this has to lead you 
to self-knowledge.

You are the instrument.
God is the big and you, you are the small.

 It is inside you that you have to light the fire of knowledge.
It is inside you that you have to give birth to devotion for the 

Light and dedication to carry out your work.
It is inside you that you have to re-establish order, harmony, the 

balance of opposite forces, in order to triumph over the dragon of 
madness through the means of theurgic rites.

Finally, it is inside you that the work of God has to be carried 
out, which is today the Round of Archangels, the circle of Parents 
and the Essene Nation. Without you, without us, this work does 
not exist on earth. It is you and us who do this. Be aware, study, 
awaken, understand and open your heart to your Angel.
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Study and devotion form the first stage of awakening. They 
correspond to the sanctuaries of the head and of the heart.

The second stage is more individual, for rite requires awakening 
of the free inner strength. Through rites, you carry out, structure 
yourself almost physically, take your life in hand, become active 
and acting in the world of creative energies.

Rites enable you to touch the earth, to act almost physically in 
the sphere of your daily life. Through them you can act and interact 
on the events that underlie and compose your daily life and your 
destiny. You are no longer passive in regard to the governing influ-
ences, but you become active and you are, you also, an influence.

The work is the natural consequence. To join into the work is to 
touch the earth. Then, everything becomes real, true, alive.

There are 2 works, like a wheel that can turn in one direction or 
the other. There is the round that leads to the immortal light and 
the one that incarnates the madness of nothingness.

Madness is very real; it is a false knowledge, disrespect, un-
healthy rites and finally, a work without intelligence.

God manifests Himself through an intelligence that is bigger 
than everything, that touches man through the knowledge that en-
lightens, nourishes and sets free.

The 4 fundamental practices of the Essene Nation indicate a 
true path that passes from the visible to the invisible and from the 
invisible to the visible, allowing man to become a servant of God 
the Light. There are stages, for a child cannot become an old man 
without going through a whole process.

In the beginning, an Essene studies what is outside of him. By 
“outside,” I mean that he himself is outside of himself. This is the 
stage that we call hieroglyphic because his whole life becomes a 
book that has to deliver its secrets. Many men remain at the per-
iphery of this book, but the Essene has to penetrate the meaning 
of it.

Devotion enables him to go into his heart and find the right 
attitude.

Many believers have stayed at the surface of the letters, while 
the authentic knowledge requires that you touch your heart and 
bring it to life.

Religion is not an abstract writing; it is the very essence of life 
and cannot be separated from:

- understanding;
- sensation;
- the practice of the daily life;
- the work this practice brings forth.
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This work becomes a new hieroglyph that enters into the field 
of sacred study.

To study, be devoted, to ritualize the gestures and acts and take 
part in the work of the Intelligence of God is to approach being 
truly oneself.

It is not to speak about something that we do not know. For ex-
ample, there is no point in speaking about God, you need to study 
Him until you know Him, perceive Him, understand Him, are 
one with Him. It is the same for your soul; there is no point in 
believing in it, to say that I am a soul and to live as a stranger. To 
love your soul is to study it until making it appear and making it 
live down into the reality of conscious perception, your heart, your 
will and daily life.

If you meditate on what is said here, you will understand that 
the Round of Archangels, with its 4 celebrations connected to the 
fundamental practices is a way to carry out the knowledge down 
into an earth body, which is a new world that is appearing for the 
future.

Knowledge liberates. If you study war, then, you will be able 
to understand it with your intimate being and finally, carry out a 
work of peace.
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Study 
God the sacred fire 
Seal of Work 

The Work 
God the land of Light
Seal of Money 

Rites 
God the pure water

Seal of  Family

Devotion 
God the living air

Seal of Health



True knowledge liberates the worlds and fulfils them.
The appearance of knowledge generates war, the governments 

of lunatics, the counter-virtues.
If the religious had really studied the religions until making 

God the Light appear, then their work would have been peaceful 
and they never would have allowed the politics and the world of 
murderous madness.

Today, humanity and earth need to produce a big quantity of 
the light of knowledge to counter-balance the powerful illusion of 
false knowledge. This undertaking is vital for the future; it will 
take time and will need considerable effort. This salutary under-
taking is called the Round of Archangels and a growing number 
of individuals not only have to become aware of it, understand the 
process, but also take part in it in order to activate it, to get it 
started.

How can a man obtain results if he does nothing? This is the 
path of the unconscious, the passive and it inevitably leads to ex-
tinction. Maybe man will think he has obtained results, but they 
will be foolish and in the end he will have nothing.

The beginning of the activity needs to be joyful study.
You need to cultivate the love of knowledge until perceiving by 

yourself that true knowledge comes from the Angels, who are a 
higher kingdom than man. 

True knowledge is a gift from a higher kingdom so that man 
can, through this means, rise into the better spheres of existence 
and acquire mastery; “mastery” means a body. It is this body that 
allows him to live and maintain himself in the higher spheres of 
existence.

I am not talking here about what men call knowledge, I am 
talking about an attentive and honest study that leads to recog-
nizing, through knowledge, the presence of an Angel. When that 
is acquired, the love of knowledge becomes devotion towards the 
invisible, which becomes concrete through the presence of the An-
gel. The Essene then becomes active in the practice of rites, for he 
understands what he is doing and that he is doing it. To become 
active means “to give soul.”

There is a big difference between carrying out a rite because it 
has been shown by a trustworthy teacher and doing it because we 
have understood the meaning and the usefulness.

Each religious person has to have his own connection, in his 
own being, in his activity and join the community through the 
work.
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The work is the result of the object of the study.
The aim of study and the realization of the work are communal.
Study, devotion and carrying out the rites are individual in the 

sense of a free and responsible creativity.

The great symbols that enable transmitting the teaching are 
living beings that approach men in order to instruct them and lead 
them towards a very precise goal. Once they have established con-
tact with a man, they want to be led through a whole process to 
take a body and be liberated. In this way if the idea of God comes 
to man, it is not just to entertain him, but to enter into him and in-
carnate, to become a living and acting body. For that, the idea has 
to be led towards the light of true knowledge through study. True 
knowledge allows establishing a conscious and living link.

The right understanding brings beings and worlds closer 
together.

Devotion, rites lead towards the realization of the work, which 
is the body of the idea.

To adore God through the knowledge of the Angels, through 
the living intelligence that enlightens the world is to perceive Him 
in everything.

Devotion always opens a path and calls a world. In this case, 
we want to call the Angels through the practice of the Round of 
Archangels and the creation of the life field of the Essene Na-
tion. Remember this life field and remember the 4 fundamental 
practices.

If you study something, you should bring it down into the work 
in order to offer it a body of liberation..

Receive my respect and my joy to have passed this moment 
with you, in company of the most essential questions of life.

With the blessing of my Angel,

The Garden of Light,
May 9, 2018
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